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Abstract. Converting first-time users into recurring ones is key to the
success of Web-based applications. This problem is known as Pure Cold-
Start and it refers to the capability of Recommender Systems (RSs) to
provide useful recommendations to users without historical data. Tra-
ditionally, RSs assume that non-personalized recommendation can miti-
gate this problem. However, several users are not interested in consuming
just biased-items, such as popular or best-rated items. Then, we intro-
duce two new approaches inspired by user coverage maximization to deal
with this problem. These coverage-based RSs reached a high number of
distinct first-time users. Thus, we proposed to compose the product’s
page by mixing complementary non-personalized RSs. An online study,
conducted with 204 real users confirmed that we should diversify the RSs
used to conquer first-time users.

1 Introduction

Recommender Systems (RSs) have assumed a prominent role in Web-based ap-
plications, affecting decisively distinct business phases, such as the acquisition
and retention of users. In the retention phase, the performance of current pre-
diction models is extremely satisfactory [2]. A recent study highlighted RSs as
the main responsible for 35% of sales on Amazon, 2/3 of the movies watched
on Netflix and 38% more click-through on Google News [9]. However, the user
acquisition phase has not received much attention in recent years. In this phase,
RSs help to consolidate the users’ first impression about the item catalog, which
may influence the conversion rate of first-time users into clients [11].

In the literature, this problem is called Pure Cold-Start and it remains poorly
exploited by researchers who just consider the Cold-Start problem [16]. Despite
this, the Pure Cold-Start problem has grown in real domains since several users
became to reach systems through incognito navigation or with social networks
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disable due to privacy issues [20]. In this context, it is not easy to capture per-
sonal information from cookies, social networks or browsing history. For this
reason, the users are always unknown, and the system always faces the challenge
of recommending useful items for them who do not have any information [6].

In this work, we identify an opportunity for improvements on state-of-the-art
non-personalized RSs that address the Pure Cold-Start. The literature assumes
that items biased by popularity, recency or positive ratings are enough to at-
tract first-time users. We show that a non-negligible portion of these users is not
interested in consuming such items in some domains. Hence, exploiting biased-
items RSs to compose product pages is not the best method to conquer distinct
first-time users. This work aims to answer a promising research question: How
to compose product pages to attract the maximum number of first-time users?

We hypothesize that to satisfy distinct first-time users, RSs should balance
recommendations that suit distinct user profiles. Aiming to validate this hypoth-
esis, we evaluated three state-of-the-art RSs and two novel strategies, proposed
by this work. Traditional RSs are inspired by the utility of biased-items [14] -
(1) Most Popular ; (2) Best-Rated ; and (3) Recent Items. We propose two novel
non-personalized RSs inspired by user coverage maximization, already exploited
to address other RSs related problems: (1) Max-Coverage: selects items that
cover a large number of distinct users, such as addressed in [15]; and (2) Niche-
Coverage: selects items that cover distinct user profiles [13]. Complementary of
our last work [20], we propose an extension of the Niche-Coverage method and
deeper analyzes than previous ones to consolidate their practical application.

Offline assessments on four popular datasets from e-commerce and entertain-
ment domains evinced that the methods are complementary. While traditional
RSs retrieved potentially relevant items, obtaining high utility, the new RSs
enhanced diversity. Further, the new RSs reached a higher number of distinct
first-time users. Therefore, mixing these complementary RSs to compose prod-
uct pages is a promising answer for our research question in real scenarios. To
confirm this assumption, we conducted an online study with 204 real users. We
build an A/B test comparing traditional RSs (scenario A) against complemen-
tary RSs (scenario B). For each scenario, we asked the users to select movies
of their interest and answer questions about the list of items. The results high-
lighted as main contribution a clear message: we should combine complementary
non-personalized RSs in product pages.

2 Related Work

In the literature, the term Pure Cold-Start refers to a subtask of the Cold-Start
problem [10]. Despite being closely related, both problems should be addressed
differently. Whereas in the Cold-Start problem exists a lot of strategies to deal
with small consumption history of users, in the Pure Cold-Start there are few
strategies to handle first-time users [1]. We identified three main categories of
RSs designed to deal with the Pure Cold-Start problem: (1) Knowledge RSs;
(2) Social Filtering RSs; and (3) Non-Personalized RSs.
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Knowledge RSs try to acquire user information using small questionnaires
in user-web interaction. So, several studies have been proposed to improve the
classical RSs with this information [21,5]. However, He et al. [5] argue that the
quality of recommendations depends on information provided by users, who may
not be able to define clearly their preferences. In turn, Social Filtering RSs ex-
ploit ‘external’ information about users, such as social or demographic data.
In general, these RSs use hybrid methods to mitigate the Cold-Start problem
[18,16]. Despite the advantages obtained, these approaches are not commonly
used in e-commerce scenarios, because many users are not willing to provide
demographic information before buying products.

Non-Personalized RSs are the predominant solution in real-world scenar-
ios due to simplicity, domain independence, and efficiency. These RSs derive
global information about items and users [2], exploiting key features related to
consumption, such as popularity, ratings, and release/consumption recency [14].
However, these strategies are targeted to specific profiles, biasing users interested
in items that satisfy a large portion of a population. To balance the recommen-
dations for all users, the concept of result diversification has been introduced
from the field of IR [23]. In general, the items recommended are re-ordered on
the basis of a given diversification objective [22]. In this work, to attract more
first-time users, we propose to diversify the items with user-coverage.

3 Handling First-Time Users

The Pure Cold-Start problem occurs when the system does not have any infor-
mation about users. For this reason, first, we simulate these scenarios and, next,
discuss the main approaches that address this problem.

3.1 First-Time Users Definition

First, we select the MovieLens 1M and 10M, and the CiaoDVD and Amazon
datasets, described in Table 1, to simulate entertainment and e-commerce sce-
narios. Next, we simulate the first-time users in our datasets as follows. We sort
the users considering the timestamp from the first item consumed in their his-
torical data. Then, we selected the last 20% of users as the first-time ones, since
they present the most recent actions in each collection. So, we used all histori-
cal data of the selected users to compose test sets and removed them from the
training sets used as inputs by the evaluated RSs. The number of users selected
from each dataset is available on the last column of Table 1.

Datasets Users Items Sparsity Genres First-time
ML-1M 6,040 3,952 95.82% 18 1,277
ML-10M 69,878 10,283 98.60% 20 10,633
CiaoDVD 17,615 16,621 99.97% 17 3,523
Amazon 8,057 26,729 99.92% 471 1,612

Table 1. Datasets - general information.
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3.2 Biased-Item Models

In Pure Cold-start problem, the state-of-the-art RSs are based on biased-items
recommendations. These models assume that items biased by popularity, recency
or positive ratings are useful to first-time users. For this reason, we implement
and evaluate these non-personalized RSs, popularly used in real domains:

- Popularity (Pop): selects the k most popular items in the domain. The pop-
ularity is estimated by the number of distinct users who consumed an item i.

- Best-Rated (BestR): recommends the k best evaluated items in the domain.
Basically, we sum the items’ ratings and divide its by the number of users.

- Recent Items (RecItems): recommends the k last items consumed by users,
calculated based on timestamp.

Generally, items recommended by these RSs are concentrated in the head
of popularity distribution. However, several studies have discussed the long tail
phenomenon in real scenarios such as Amazon and Netflix [7]. In these scenar-
ios, tail products generate a significant fraction of the total revenue in aggregate
and can boost head sales by offering consumers both their mainstream and spe-
cific tastes. For this reason, we suppose that there are many users interested
in other items beyond the recommended by these state-of-the-art RSs. Hence,
for every dataset, we select the top-100 items from Popularity, Best-Rated, and
Recent Items, and count the number of biased-items in each user’s consumption
history. The values of each RS are normalized by the history size of each user
and plotted in Figure 1. Values close to 100% indicate that user consumption
is strongly biased by the items recommended and values close to 0% show that
user consumption is formed by other items.
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Fig. 1. Percentage of popular items consumed by all users.

In each ranking, we observe three user behaviors: (1) users who prefer biased-
items (bias more than 70% - head of distribution); (2) users who prefer other
items (bias less than 30% - tail of distribution); and (3) users who mix biased-
items and others (bias around 30% and 70% - middle). These results show a
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non-negligible portion of users with (2) and (3) behaviors, i.e., interested in other
items beyond the selected by these RSs. Specifically, in the e-commerce domains,
around 40% to 60% of the users do not have any biased-item in your consumption
history. Therefore, these results point out an opportunity for improvements on
state-of-the-art non-personalized RSs that address the Pure Cold-Start problem.

3.3 Coverage-based Models

Exploring the improvements opportunity, we propose two non-personalized RSs
based on user coverage maximization. Max-Coverage is inspired by a NP-hard
problem (Maximum k-Coverage), already exploited to address other RSs related
problems [15]. In turn, we propose a new method, called Niche-Coverage, which
aims to apply Max-Coverage in a distinct niche of users found by any clustering
approach. Both methods consider that maximizing user coverage is a relevant
approach to handle the Pure Cold-Start problem.

Max-Coverage: This strategy models the recommendation domains in sets
of items and users, and applies the Maximum k-Coverage problem to find
the items for first-time users. Formally, considering a universe of elements
U = {u1, ..., um}, a family of sets F = {S1, ..., Sn}, where each set Si is a subset
of U and an integer k, the Maximum k-Coverage consists to find a subfamily
F ∗ ⊆ F such that |F ∗| ≤ k and the number of covered elements |

⋃
S∈F∗ S| is

maximized, i.e. using up to k sets, cover as many elements as possible.

In a recommendations domain, we model the domain based on the users-items
interaction, creating sets of users and items. Then, let U = {u1, ..., um} as the
users that previously have consumed items, we create the set S = {S1, .., Sn},
where each element Si is a subset of users who consumed the item i. Therefore,
the objective is to find the subset S∗ ⊆ S, such that |S∗| ≤ k and the number of
distinct covered users |

⋃
Si| is maximized. In another viewpoint, Max-Coverage

is modeled as a bipartite user-item graph, where the nodes are the users and
items, and the edges represent the interactions of a given user to an item. Then,
MaxCov aims to select k items that reach the maximum number of distinct
users, as proposed in other RSs related problems [15].

The Maximum k-Coverage is a NP-hard problem and there is no optimal
solution in polynomial time. Our RS is a greedy algorithm to select the item
that maximizes the number of users covered at each iteration. k iterations are
executed to evaluate every set Si was not selected (i.e., S ∈ F \ F ∗). In each
iteration, the algorithm looks for the item that maximizes the intersection of
users not covered yet (|S∩R|). A superficial analysis of this strategy can conclude
that the selected items are the most popular ones, considering that the goal is to
find items related to many users. However, at each iteration, the set R (resting
users) is constantly updated to exclude users covered by the selected S-set (R←
R\S). For this reason, this strategy recovers increasingly less popular items. The
algorithm ends when k items are selected or when there are no more users to be
covered. The complexity of this algorithm is O(kmn), where k is the number of
items to be recommended, m is the number of users and n is the number of items.
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Niche-Coverage: This model is inspired by users’ behavior studies [13]. Since
the first surveys in RSs, the main approaches are often implemented using col-
laborative filtering (CF) algorithm [14,19]. CF algorithms produce recommen-
dations based on the assumption that similar users have similar tastes. Then,
people who share common ratings are a good source of recommendations. How-
ever, these algorithms are not able to Pure Cold-Start problem, because it is
impossible to find similar users to first-time users. Nevertheless, the assumption
used still true for our problem and it is the premise used by Niche-Coverage. In
this case, our approach intends to divide users into niches of common interests
and identify items that cover the most users for each niche. We suppose that rec-
ommending items from distinct niches of users, the system can reach all distinct
preference of first-time users because we present the things that appealed to all
types of users. First, we find the k items used to cover all users from a specific
niche through the Max-Coverage algorithm. Next, we merge the items selected
based on the size of each niche to maximize the number of users covered. In a rec-
ommendation list R of size k, the biggest niche compose the most of items in R.

The definition of users niches is based on clustering methods. In recommenda-
tions domains, the most famous clustering methods are the traditional k-means
and Bisecting k-means [4]. These methods use the ratings assigned by users-
items interactions to group users in sets with common interests (i.e., niche of
users). In this work, we compare both clustering methods looking for the most
suitable and the number of clusters to be used. Then, we should find the number
c of clusters with Maximum Rate (CMR), oppositely to [13]. For this, we look
for the number of clusters that maximizes the mean Hit Rate, a traditional met-
ric of business performance often associated with sales [2]. Specifically, we are
interested in the niche that maximizes the hit rate metric because is crucial that
system shows at least one relevant item for users in this first interaction. This

process is shown by the Equation c = arg max
[∑N

n=1

(∑Utest
u=1 |Rlist(u)∩Itest(u)|

Utest

)]
, where N is the number of users niche, Utest the set of first-time users, Itest(u)
the items in test set consumed by u and Rlist(u) the recommendations generated
by Niche-Coverage for the user u.

Therefore, the goal is to select the representative items from each niche of
users, which are the items with the highest chances of matching the preference of
any user from the niche. Initially, we classify the set of users U in c niches. Next,
at each iteration, we analyze each niche of users. First, the set R is updated
to contain only users from the niche evaluated. So, we select the subset S that
maximizes the number of users covered. In this case, each element Si in set F =
{S1, .., Sn} is a subset of users from the cluster who consumed the item i. Next,
we apply the Max-Coverage approach to find k items from each niche of users.
Again, the set R (resting users) is constantly updated to exclude users covered by
the selected S-set. A set of Items saves the k items selected for each niche. Then,
finally, we execute a merge function to generate the final recommendation list.
This function select items from each niche according to the Max-Coverage order.
The complexity of this algorithm is divided into two steps, clusters computation,
and Max-Coverage recommendation. The clustering complexity depends on the
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implementation. In general, the complexity is O(ncdi) where n is the number of
d-dimensional vectors, c the number of clusters and i the number of iterations
needed until convergence. However, in order to mitigate the Pure Cold-Start
problem, we need to compute the clustering algorithm just one time, before the
recommendation process. Hence, Niche-Coverage complexity is related to the
recommendation step. Basically, it consists in to compute the Max-Coverage for
c times (one for each niche of users). So, this complexity-time is O(ckmn).

4 Empirical Assessments

This analysis aims to compare biased-items and coverage-based RSs for address-
ing the Pure Cold-Start problem. We used all historical data of the selected
users in Section 3.1 to compose test sets and removed all data information about
them. The other users compose the training sets and are used as inputs by the
evaluated RSs. So, first, we analyze the best parameters to the Niche-Coverage
algorithm, comparing k-means and Bisecting k-means. Next, we evaluated the
recommendation lists issued by each RS, considering the most famous quality
requirements. We also analyze the users reached by the items recommended, in
order to consolidate the complementarity of our approaches. To attract first-time
users with different preferences, it is not enough to assume that strategies focus
only on the usefulness of items to users [7]. Aspects such as diversity, coverage,
and surprise are important to compose an interface that presents the best of
items catalog available to first-time users. The usefulness of each advisor is eval-
uated by Hit Rate, Precision and Recall [2]. The diversity of the recommended
items is evaluated by the metrics of ILD and Genre Coverage [15].

4.1 Niche-Coverage Definitions

To define the best Niche-Coverage performance, we analyze two clustering meth-
ods and look for the number of clusters that maximizes the rate (CMR). Then,
we compute 2c clusters with the k-means and Bisecting k-means algorithms,
where c range is c = {1, 2, 3, ..., 8}. Considering each number of clusters, we run
the Niche-Coverage algorithm to recommend 10 items for first-time users and
evaluate the Hit Rate metric. In the entertainment scenario, we find the best
hit rate using k-means with 10 and 4 clusters, respectively in ML-1M and ML-
10M. In the e-commerce domain, we find the best hit rate using k-means with 2
niches to CiaoDVD and Bisecting k-means with 93 niches in Amazon. Moreover,
the results found are better than just using one cluster (i.e., the Max-Coverage
approach). So, we confirm our premise that dividing users in niches and run the
Max-Coverage locally is better than only run Max-Coverage with all users.

4.2 Quality of Recommendations

First, we simulate a real web-scenario, where users handle with 5, 10 and 20
items, and measure the RS’s effectiveness. Then, we show the Hit Rate and
F-measure metrics in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. In the entertainment
scenario (ML-1M and ML-10M datasets), the users usually watch famous movies,
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that attracted the attention of many domain users. The Popularity and Best-
Rated approaches have satisfactory performance in these scenarios. However,
Max-Coverage and Niche-Coverage also have a high effectiveness rate. For ex-
ample, in the ML-10M dataset, with 10 items recommended, the Niche-Coverage
have the highest hit rate. In the e-commerce scenario, the users are interested
in buy specific products, frequently related to their personal preference. For
this reason, approaches based on biased-items are not the best option to satisfy
first-time users. In this case, our Max-Coverage and Niche-Coverage approaches
have the best performance, as shown in the second row of Figure 2. Specifically,
in CiaoDVD dataset with just 10 items recommended, the Niche-Coverage has
double the performance of state-of-the-art RSs. Statistically, we consolidated the
results by Wilcoxon test for non-parametric distributions. In the entertainment
scenario, the RSs’ performance is not statistically different. In turn, in the e-
commerce domains, the Niche-Coverage performance presents a statistical gain
with 99% of confidence interval and p-value = 0.01.
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Fig. 2. Results of utility metrics on all domains.
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Fig. 3. Results of diversity metrics on all domains.

Furthermore, these gains obtained by our approaches are related to distinct
items. Basically, due to the assumption of maximizing the coverage of users on
the domain, Max-Coverage and Niche-Coverage recover items related to most of
the users profiles. For this reason, these RSs are also high values of diversity and
item-genre coverage, as shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b). The Recent Items RS
has the best value of diversity because it recommends just the last items con-
sumed. However, these results are not efficient due to the low accuracy obtained
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(Figure 2). On the other hand, the diversity presented by Max-Coverage and
Niche-Coverage is achieved through potentially relevant distinct items. Specif-
ically, in ML-10M dataset, our approaches have almost 50% of more diversity
than traditional RSs with ILD metric. The same occurs in Genre Coverage met-
ric, which Max-Coverage covers a greater number of distinct genres. We ap-
plied the Wilcoxon test, confirming the superiority of our approaches with a
p-value= 0.001. These results show that Max-Coverage and Niche-Coverage are
effective RSs, due to the high values of accuracy even gaining in terms of diversity.

4.3 Analysis of Complementarity

The last analysis point out to a complementary behavior between our approaches
and the traditional ones. Our supposition is that Max-Coverage and Niche-
Coverage do not recommend items biased by its rating or high influence. A
straightforward analysis of the popularity of the first 10 items recommended
by each strategy confirm this assumption. Our analysis demonstrates that all
methods, except Best-Rated, recommend less popular items. The Max-Coverage
recommends items that are less popular than the previous item. Niche-Coverage
also diversifies the items from traditional RSs with less popular items. Hence,
these analyses highlight that: (1) traditional approaches are much similar because
they recommended biased-items; and (2) the new approaches are complementary
to traditional methods because they recommended items based on the coverage.

Entertainment Scenario
ML-1M ML-10M

RecLists top-5 top-10 top-20 top-5 top-10 top-20

Popular 61.1% / 87.4% 79.4% / 93.6% 90.6% / 98.2% 60.5% / 77.2% 72.3% / 86.6% 85.1% / 92.6%
BestRated 64.1% / 88.1% 78.7% / 93.8% 90.4% / 98.1% 62.0% / 82.1% 73.1% / 87.0% 84.7% / 92.7%
RecItems 10.7% / 19.7% 36.3% / 52.7% 61.3% / 81.3% 12.5% / 22.8% 25.9% / 41.9% 28.9% / 45.4%

Max-Cov 69.6% / 89.3% N 82.4% / 95.9% N 91.9% / 99.3% N 61.0% / 84.6% • 76.1% / 91.6% N 86.6% / 96.3% N
Niche-Cov 66.1% / 87.7% • 80.1% / 94.6% N 91.3% / 98.9% • 62.9% / 84.6% • 76.6% / 91.5% N 85.3% /95.8% •

E-commerce Scenario
CiaoDVD Amazon

RecLists top-5 top-10 top-20 top-5 top-10 top-20

Popular 5.29% / 7.01% 8.03% / 11.0% 12.6% / 16.5% 10.9% / 14.7% 15.6% / 21.1% 23.5% / 31.7%
BestRated 5.29% / 7.01% 8.03% / 11.0% 12.6% / 16.5% 10.9% / 14.7% 15.6% / 21.1% 24.5% / 31.9%
RecItems 0.05% / 0.09% 0.15% / 0.25% 0.21% / 0.33% 0.54% / 0.91% 1.16% / 1.86% 1.88% / 2.87%

Max-Cov 5.56% / 7.43% • 8.92% / 11.7% • 13.1% / 17.3% • 10.9% / 14.7% • 16.3% / 23.0% • 25.6% / 34.4% N
Niche-Cov 4.83% / 6.65% H 8.50% / 11.2% • 12.9% / 17.1% • 8.12% / 12.0% H 15.1% / 20.9% • 24.1% / 32.6% •

Table 2. This table shows the number of users conquered and covered by each RS,
denoted by the set < conquered/covered >. The cells marked with a color � mean a
higher number of users conquered by RS. The symbol N denotes significant positive
gains, • non significant gains and H significant negative losses. These gains are obtained
concerning the best state-of-the-art RS, located in the first three rows, and applying a
Chi-square test with 95% of a confidence interval.

However, in real web-scenarios, the system owners are interested in the user’s
satisfaction. If the users watch/buy their products, their profit will be higher.
For this reason, we develop a metric to evaluate the number of users conquered
by each RS, based on user satisfaction in real scenarios. We consider that a user
is conquered by the system if s/he consumed and liked at least one item. In this
work, we define that users like an item when they provide a rating greater than
their personal average. We analyze each recommendation list, counting the num-
ber of users conquered by the items. Note that, this method is more complex than
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simple coverage. We measure RS’s coverage just considering if the user watched
or bought the item recommended. Here, the ability to conquer is related to the
rating assigned by users that watched or bought the item. In Table 2, we color
the cases that the number of users conquered is higher than baselines and mark
it with symbols of statistical significance. The Max-Coverage approach covers
more users than other RSs due to its greedy algorithm. Moreover, we observe
that in 9/12 cases, the Max-Coverage approach also conquers more users than
baselines. In the other 3 cases, Niche-Coverage conquers more users.

We also count the number of users conquered exclusively by one RS. We ob-
serve in Table 3 that: (1) Popularity and Best-Rated do not aggregate users than
those already conquered by other approaches; (2) Recent-Items conquers some
different users, but it does not present items potentially relevant to first-time
users; and (3) Max-Coverage and Niche-Coverage conquers more first-time users,
which are distinct from others. These results point out a room for improvements,
which are explored in the next section.

Exclusive users of each RS
RecList ML-1M ML-10M CiaoDVD Amazon

Popularity 1.19% 0.41% 0.00% 0.00%
BestRated 1.92% 0.84% 0.00% 0.00%
RecItems 2.20% 1.17% 0.14% 0.71%
Max-Cov 3.84% 9.80% 1.57% 2.91%
Niche-Cov 0.56% 8.74% 1.72% 3.68%

Table 3. Number of users conquered exclusively by one RS.

5 Construction of Product Pages
Mixing different recommendation lists on a product page is a common practice
of real systems. However, we argue that these lists usually reach a similar subset
of first-time users, since all of them are based on biased-items. To verify this
behavior, we evaluate product pages composed by mixing three top-10 recom-
mendation lists issued by distinct combinations of RSs. We restrict each page to
have only three lists for working in smartphone scenarios, characterized by small
screens. We evaluate five different combinations (Table 4). For each combination,
we evaluate the number of users who rated positively at least one item from the
three RSs, obtaining the percentage of Users Conquered for each combination.
The results show that by mixing <BestR, MaxCov, NiCov> we can reach a high
number of first-time users. In other words, in the evaluated scenarios, product
pages should be composed by Best-Rated, Max-Coverage, and Niche-Coverage.
This work suggests that systems incorporate our strategies to be used side by
side, changing from the traditional approach for our suggestion.

Users Conquered
Approaches ML-1M ML-10M CiaoDVD Amazon

Pop, BestR, RecItems 87.35% 76.27% 8.10% 16.34%
Pop, BestR, MaxCov 88.99% 84.35% 9.60% 18.54%
Pop, BestR, NiCov 84.88% 83.75% 9.76% 19.33%

Pop, MaxCov, NiCov 87.25% 83.83% 9.76% 20.10%
BestR, MaxCov, NiCov 89.15% 84.89% 9.76% 20.10%

Table 4. Percentage of users conquered mixing three RS.
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5.1 Online User-Centered Study

In order to evaluate our new approach for mixing RSs, we perform an experiment
with volunteer users of different ages and preferences to evaluate the recommen-
dations. Once the focus of this work is the first-time users, for who we do not
have any information, a Web interface that presents the recommended items is
able to simulate real scenarios. We follow the main guidelines of online evalua-
tions presented in the literature [12]. We chose the movie scenario of ML-Latest,
updated in August 2017. This dataset has 26M ratings assigned by 270K users
to 45K movies on a scale from 1 to 5. The user-centered study was released
during 8 days (from 09/07 to 09/14/2018), reaching 204 users that interacted
with an online system. The users selected are 71% men and 29% women, from 11
to 63 years old. Moreover, 85% of users are frequent users of movies streaming
systems. Initially, the participants are instructed to fill in a consent form. In
the next three steps, users answer questions, selecting or ordering their favorite
movies. In the end, the users answer questions about personal information. We
are concerned in the three middle steps:

1. A/B Test: users have to choose one movie to watch or the option “None
of the Movies”. In this case, some users interact with a side A (traditional
approach) and others with the side B (our approach).

2. User Satisfaction: users answer three questions about all movies presented
in the first step. Basically, these questions are related to classical concepts,
such as unexpectedness, novelty and utility.

3. Ideal Ranking: users have to build their ideal ranking between all movies
presented in the first step. In this case, users can choose how many movies
s/he wants. We suggest that users choose at least 5 movies.

The first step aims to compare side A (traditional approach) against the side
B (our approach). Specifically, we present 10 movies of each RS, similarly to
the current Web-scenarios. In this step, 102 participants interact only with the
side A and the other half with the side B. Then, we ask for each user to select
a movie to watch or the “None of the Movies” option. We are simulating real
scenarios, where users have to make a decision: watch any movie or ignore the
options. In this case, the labels have not a biasing effect because this step aims to
highlight the most promising scenario instead of comparing the lists. Moreover,
the users who interact with side A do not know about side B.

Percentage of Users
Recommendation list Side A Side B

Page top 39.21% 42.15%
Page middle 25.49% 17.64%
Page bottom 30.39% 33.33%

None 4.9% 6.8%

Table 5. User choices in the A/B test interface.

Table 5 shows the percentage of users that selected a movie from the list on
top, middle or bottom of the page. In both sides, most users select movies from
the list on the page top, related to Popularity (side A) and Best-Rated (side
B). Despite the effectiveness of these RSs, this result may be related to the list
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position on the page. However, there is a high percentage of users who roll down
the page to select movies from the bottom lists, related to Recent Items and
Niche-Coverage methods. Probably, this behavior is related to the complemen-
tarity of these RSs in the movies domain. This result reinforces the assumption
that complementary RSs should be used to compose web pages.

The second step assesses the quality perceived by real users. In this step, we
follow the questionnaire used in [17]. We present each movie with a short synopsis
and ask users: (1) Did you already know about this movie before this recommen-
dation? (Yes, No, Don’t know); (2) Have you already watched this movie? (Yes,
No); and Would you like to watch this movie (for the first time or once again)?
(Yes, No, Don’t know). We create a ranking with users answers. In the first
question, we count the number of users who said “no” to simulate a feeling of
surprise by something unexpected. In the second, we count users who said “no”
to measure the RS novelty. For the third question, we count the users who said
“yes” to discover the RS utility. Table 6 summarize these rankings with the area
under the curve (AUC) normalized by its highest value.

Real User Satisfaction
Recommender Unexpected Novelty Utility

Popular 0.1929 0.4162 0.7196
BestRated 0.2570 0.5043 0.7688
RecItems 0.4798 0.6269 0.7177
Max-Cov 0.3394 0.4776 0.6647
Niche-Cov 0.3394 0.4912 0.7049

Table 6. Quality perception of real users.

Indeed, all five RS are useful for real users in web-scenarios. Conversely the
offline results, Recent Items is also useful for real users because it recommends
distinct items from other RSs. Moreover, Max-Coverage and Niche-Coverage also
recommended unexpected items, increasing novelty for users. These results are
reinforced in the next step. Specifically, the third step aims to compare each
recommendation list with the ideal ranking built by users. We use a traditional
pooling strategy from the IR field to create a ground-truth about users. Ba-
sically, we select top-10 results from each RS, removing the items duplicates
and present these movies to participants in a random order. The users have
to order the movies according to their preference. Then, we can measure three
ranking metrics to compare the recommendations and the feedback provided by
the user: Jaccard Similarity ; Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [3]; and Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [8]. These metrics measure, respectively:
(1) the similarity of each recommendation list with the ideal ranking; (2) the posi-
tion of the first relevant item recommended; and (3) the effectiveness of each RS.

Ranking Metrics
Recommender Jaccard MRR nDCG

Popular 0.35 0.32 0.49
BestRated 0.35 0.27 0.46
RecItems 0.02 0.04 0.03
Max-Cov 0.33 0.32 0.47
Niche-Cov 0.35 0.33 0.49

Table 7. Quality of RSs based on users’ ranking.

Table 7 shows the metric’s average for 118 participants that built their
ground-truth. We consider only the five-first movies to create a fair analysis.
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The first column shows the Jaccard’s similarity and does not highlight any dif-
ference between the rankings. The reason for this result may be there are a few
distinct items to be selected in this step. In turn, the MRR shows a higher value
to Max-Coverage and Niche-Coverage than baselines approaches. In other words,
these RSs are more likely to present relevant items in the first positions than
the other RSs. In addition, nDCG metric confirms the effectiveness of our RSs,
comparing with the baselines approaches. Thus, this user-centered study points
to improvement possibilities for owners of web-applications.

6 Conclusions

Web applications assume that items biased by popularity, recency or positive
ratings are enough to suit most of the first-time user’s profiles. However, this
work shows that it is not always true because there are many users not inter-
ested only in biased-items. Conversely, we introduce two new methods inspired
in user coverage maximization: Max-Coverage and Niche-Coverage. While tradi-
tional RSs retrieved potentially relevant items, obtaining just high accuracy, the
new RSs keep accuracy and enhance diversity. Our experiments show a statisti-
cal gain in both concepts. Further, the new RSs match the interest of a higher
number of distinct first-time users. Thus, these results highlight complementary
behaviors between our RSs and traditional approaches and show an opportunity
for improvements to compose product pages. We assume that to enhance the
interest of first-time users on the item catalog, the web-applications should mix
these complementary RSs. An online user-centered study with 204 participants
reinforces this assumption with metrics related to user satisfaction.
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